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Abstract

We can feel free to post the information such as personal events using Twitter one of the
popular micro-blogging service. However, the collection of information is limited by the
human power only, therefore, the method of collecting trends automatically is important.
Existing web services focus on the number of tweets for getting trends. However, a time
lag was occurred for extracting the trends. In this paper, we propose the trend extraction
system for twitter in real time by paying attention to the co-occurrence patterns. Our system
can learn the new key patterns at the same time not only using the picked up trend biterms,
previously. Furthermore, we evaluate the efficiency of the proposed method of extracting
the trends from twitter by the comparative experiments. We demonstrate that our proposed
method can extract accurately and widely without time-lags compared with the existing
service (Realtime Yahoo Search).
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1 Introduction

With 200 million active users and over 400 million tweets per day, Twitter has become one
of the largest information portals which provides an easy, quick and reliable platform for
ordinary users to share anything happening around them with friends and other followers[1].
In particular, it has been observed that, in life-critical disasters of societal scale, Twitter is
the most important and timely source from which people find out and track the breaking
news before any mainstream media picks up on them and rebroadcast the footage. For
example, in the March 11, 2011 Japan earthquake and subsequent tsunami, the volume of
tweets sent spiked to more than 5,000 per second when people post news about the situation
along with uploads of mobile videos they had recorded([2, 3]).

On the other hand, the real-time extractions of the events has not been solved by the
existing works on topic analysis ([4, 5, 6] etc.). First of all, Twitter’s own trending topic list
does not help much as it reports mostly those all-time popular topics, instead of the ‘hot’
ones that are of our interest in this work. In addition, most of the existing services relies
on the changes of the number of retweets[7]. However, the time-lags that the number of
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retweets increases are happened in the real life. Therefore, the topic extractions based on
the meanings of the tweets could be more effective than the one using the changes of the
number of retweets.

In this paper, we propose a method extracting the trends in real time based on linguistic
analysis, and implement the system that collects and analyze the tweets continuously. The
method of extraction of trends is used co-occurrence patterns of words as the key patterns.
Recently, the co-occurrence is more effective in analyzing the short text like twitter than
other measures in Natural Language Processing([8, 9, 10]). Thus, we can achieve extracting
of trends without waiting for having enough number of retweets like the existing services.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we describe the system struc-
ture implemented by us. Next, we propose the system of extracting the trends from twitter
in real time. Then, we demonstrate some experimental by comparing the topics by our pro-
posed method with Yahoo! trends words. Finally, we present our conclusions and future
works.

2 Trend Extraction System using Co-occurrence Patterns

This system works on the following computer environments: CPU (2 cores), 1GB memory,
HDD 100GB, CentOS 6.6 (64 bits). In addition, this system was implemented by PHP5.3.5,
MySQL 5.1.73, and CakePHP 2.4.10[11] .

Fig. 1 shows the flows of the proposed system. The details of the flow of the proposed
system is as follows. First, the tweets are obtained by Twitter API[12]. Next, tweets the
number of retweets or favorites increase are picked up as trend tweets in a specific time.
Then, the biterms in the tweets picked up the previous step are extracted and the tweets
with the biterms are searched. The biterm means the pair of terms in tweets. If the number
of the biterms in the all tweets are increased rapidly, it defines as the trend biterms. Finally,
the trend tweets are picked up by searching the tweets with the trend biterms.

2.1 Obtaining the twitters from the twitter streaming

The tweets are obtained from the twitter streaming using the Twitter API[12]. Maximum
5,000 tweets are obtained by executing it. The reserved tweets are filtered by removing
them with following conditions from the obtained tweets:

• Tweets written in a native language (Removing tweets by automated tweets tools)

• Tweets replying to other user’s tweets (Most tweets are individual comments and
opinions)

• Retweets with other user’s tweets (Almost same as the previous tweets)

• Tweets with incorrect words (NG words list by Nico Nico pedia[13])

After obtaining the tweets, they are divided some words by the morphological anal-
ysis using MeCab[14]. The dictionary for MeCab contains the standard IPA, titles of 
Wikipedia[15], and Hatena keywords[16]. The words for analyzing them are selected norms 
only.
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Figure 1: Flow of the proposed system

2.2 Obtaining Trend Tweets

The tweets obtained by Twitter API[12] in the previous step are re-obtained in a specific
time to get the number of retweets and favorites. Next, the evaluation values of tweets are
decided using the number of retweets and favorites. In this method, the evaluation values
are used the smaller value between the number of retweets and the number of retweets. The
equations 1-3 are as follows:

count = min{♯ o f f avorites, ♯ o f retweets} (1)

weight = 10 · log(♯ o f f ollowers)−20 (2)

tweet rating = count/weight · time (3)

The evaluation value of each tweet (tweet rating) is calculated by the increase rates of 
the number of favorites or retweets per an hour using(count) and the weights by the number 
of followers(weight). weight is calculated by the number of followers when the number of
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followers is more than one hundreds. tweet rating is decided by the weighting the increase
rates of the number of favorites or retweets per an hour based on the number of followers.
After that the tweets with the highest tweets rating are picked up as the trend tweet.

2.3 Obtaining Trend Biterms

Trend biterms are selected using the trend tweets. First, the co-occur patterns are extracted
to the trend tweets. We call these co-occur patterns as the “trend biterm.” Next, the eval-
uations value of each biterm are decided. After that the tweets with the trend biterm are
searched using the search/tweets, REST API. In searching the tweets, they are removed by
same method of obtaining the twitters from the twitter streaming, retweets, and tweets for
replying.

tweetsnew means the newest 50 tweets and tweetsold means the 51 - 100 newest tweets
among all tweets with trend biterms. The equation of the evaluation values of trend biterms
is as follows:

biterm rating =
(length o f tweets)old

(length o f tweets)new
(4)

The evaluation values of trend biterms are defined as the differences between the length
of positing 50 tweetsnew and one of posting tweetsold . When the biterm rating becomes
shorter, the number of posting in the constant time increases. In other words, the biterm
rating is decided by the number of favorites or retweets, the increasing rates per an hour,
and the weighting by the number of followers. After that the highest biterm rating is picked
up as the trend biterms.

The trend rating is used in extracting the tweets with high possibilities in the near future.

trend rating = biterm rating× tweet rating

(0 ≤ trend rating ≤ 100) (5)

The evaluation value of the trend biterms is defined as the multiplication between the biterm 
rating (eq.4) and the tweet rating (eq.3).

2.4 Extraction of Trend Tweets in the near future

Tweets with high possibilities in the near future are extracted using the reserved trend 
biterms from the streaming tweets. The tweets including the reserved trend biterms are 
extracted as the tweets with high possibilities in the near future

3 Experimental Results

3.1 Experimental Setting

In the experiments, our proposed system can extract the trend tweets in the real time by 
collecting and analyzing the twitter, continuously. For evaluation the effectiveness of our 
proposed system, we compare the results of the proposed system with the ones of Realtime 
Yahoo Search[17]. Realtime Yahoo Search is one of the popular service of extracting the 
trends in Japan. It is extracted by the human power and the increase rates of the retweets 
and so on.
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Table 1: The number of data before starting the experiments(∼ 8:00 a.m. January 19th
2015)

Tweets 4,901,957
Trend Biterm 944

Table 2: The number of data during a experimental period(8:00 a.m. January 19th 2015 ∼
8:00 a.m. January 26th 2015)

Tweets 1,072,201
Trend Biterm 396
Pick-up Tweets 15,411
Realtime Yahoo Search 2,287

For evaluating the effectiveness of our proposed system, we compare the following
measures in the experiments.

• Precision: Fraction of picking up tweets that are in the news.

(Precision) =
(♯ o f f avorites+ ♯ o f retweets)

(♯ o f tweets×unit time)
(6)

• Recall: Fraction of the tweets that are in the news that are successfully retrieved.

(Recall) = (♯ o f trend words in tweets) (7)

• Speed: Fraction of speed of picking up the tweets that are in the news.

(Speed) =
(♯ o f tweets extracting earlier)
(♯ o f tweets by both systems)

(8)

Realtime Yahoo Search[17] is used for comparison in the experiments. In this experi-
ments, we reserve the trend words and the pick up date by analyzing HTML source codes 
by connecting this service site per 15 minutes. In analyzing the HTML source codes, we 
used PHP Simple HTML DOM Parser[18]. We regards the renew dates in the website as 
the pick up date in this experiments.

This experiments are conducted from 8:00 a.m. January 19th 2015 to 8:00 a.m. January 
26th 2015 (a week). The initial trend biterms are extracted previously because of preventing 
the cold-start problems[19]. After starting the experiments, the reserved trend biterms are 
added, continuously.

Table 1 shows the number of data before starting the experiments, and table 2 shows 
the number of data during a experimental period.

3.2 Experimental Results

Table 3 shows the results of precisions in our proposed. For comparing the pick-up tweets 
by our proposed system with non pick-up tweets, we collect the pick up tweets and non pick 
up tweets. The pick up tweets are 15,411 tweets obtained by our proposed system. The non
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Table 3: The Results of Precision
Date Pick-up Tweets Non Pick-up Tweets
1/19 0.1005 0.0515
1/20 0.0961 0.0491
1/21 0.1268 0.0602
1/22 0.1891 0.0595
1/23 0.1147 0.0591
1/24 0.1497 0.0683
1/25 0.1644 0.0875

1/19-25 0.9413 0.4353

Table 4: The Results of Recall
Date Pick-up Tweets Non Pick-up Tweets
1/19 8 5
1/20 12 10
1/21 6 8
1/22 5 4
1/23 18 20
1/24 45 8
1/25 7 7

1/19-25 438 179

pick-up tweets are 15,411 tweets selected randomly from tweets without deciding the trend 
tweets by our proposed system. Our proposed system can find the trend tweets because the 
score of pick-up tweets is twice of non pick-up tweets in all days. In 1/19-25, the results are 
almost same. Therefore, our proposed system can pick up the trend twitters. On the other 
hand, this score will be increase drastically when the big accidents are happened. There are 
no big accidents in this experimental terms, therefore, the scores did not increase materially.

Table 4 shows the results of recall. The answer data as the trend tweets are defined as the 
results of the Realtime Yahoo Search. In fact, Realtime Yahoo Search can show the trend 
topics by analyzing all twitters and search engines, therefore, the recall of this service is 
very effective. For comparing the pick-up tweets by our proposed system with non pick-up 
tweets, the non pick-up tweets are selected same number of tweets as the one picked up by 
our proposed system randomly. Our proposed method is the better score when our system 
works from January 19th to 25th (a week). Therefore, our proposed system can extract the 
trends tweets, extensively.

On the other hand, our proposed system cannot sometimes get the higher scores when 
it works for a day. This is because that the trends by the Realtime Yahoo Search have 
some time-lags compared with the ones by our proposed method. Our proposed system can 
extract the trend in a day when the events are not spread widely despite that the Realtime 
Yahoo Search needs to wait until the number of retweets are increased by the enough one. 
Therefore, the answer data becomes old and the recall score is not so well.

Table 5 shows the results of speed compared with the existing service(Realtime Yahoo 
Search). In this experiment, we evaluate the trends extracted by both our proposed system 
and the existing service. When our proposed system can extract earlier than the existing
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Table 5: The Results of Speed
Date Speed of Picking up Tweets
1/19 0.5
1/20 0.4167
1/21 0.3333
1/22 0.4
1/23 0.6111
1/24 0.8
1/25 0.7143

1/19-25 0.5662

service, the score is more than 0.5. In the “1/19-25,” our propose method can extract earlier 
than the existing service, slightly. On the other hand, our proposed method cannot extract in 
1/20, 21, 22 focusing on the experiments for a day. This is because that the existing service 
(Realtime Yahoo Search) can analyze more data compared with our proposed system.

Fig.2 shows the examples of picking up Tweets by our proposed system in this exper-
iment. Our system can extract the tweets including “Broadcast and Decision,” “ORICON 
and Daily” “High School Soccer and Second Half.” These biterms are one of the trends in 
a daily life. On the other hand, some tweets without news are extracted such as “All and 
Follow.”

In summary of the experiments, our proposed method can extract accurately and widely 
without time-lags. Our system can learn the new key patterns at the same time not only 
using the picked up trend biterms previously, therefore, our propose system can improve 
when the experiments are conducted for a longer time.

4 Conclusion

Existing web services for extracting trend from twitter focused on the number of words 
in the tweets for getting trends. However, a time lag was occurred for extracting the 
trends. In this paper, we proposed the trend extraction method for twitter by focusing 
on the co-occurrences of words on tweets. Our proposed method learns the trend biterms 
as the key patterns previously, extracts new tweets using these key patterns, and pick up 
the trend tweets in the real time. Furthermore, we demonstrated that our proposed method 
could extract accurately and widely without time-lags by comparing with the existing ser-
vice(Realtime Yahoo Search).

Future works will address improvements of our proposed system when the reserved 
biterms are too large. In this situation, the method of removing the biterms is necessary 
for preventing the large processing time. Another important task is to consider the indi-
vidual interests to trends by machine learning. In addition, the improvements of NLP such 
as getting the biterms from tweets and semantic analysis are important for our proposed 
system.
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Figure 2: Example of Picking up Tweets (in Japanese)
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